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General Instruction-  
i) Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question. 
Ii) Questions no. 1 to 20 are MCQ/one word/ one line answer based question which carry 1 mark each. 
iii) Answer the question no. 21 to 23, carrying 3 marks should not exceed 100 words each. 
iv) Answer the question no. 24 to 27, carrying 8 marks should not exceed 350 words each. 
 v) Question no. 28 to 30 is a source Based Questions carrying 6 marks each. 
vi) Question no. 31 includes map related questions. Students should attach the map within the answer scripts.  
                                                 Part “A” (Objective type Answer Question)   (1X20=20 Marks) 
Tick the correct Answers                       
1. -------- is a study of contemporary ethnic groups. 
(a)Ethnography        (b) Anthropology               (c) Biology               (d) Zoology  
2. ------ are remains or impression of very old plant, animals, or human which have turned into stone. 
 (a) Primates                  (b) species                           (c) fossils               (d) all of these  
3. In which year Columbus reached America?  
(a) 1492       (b) 1498                               (c) 1571                (d) 1947  
4.  Which of following groups was included in three orders?  
a) Priest                   (b) nobles                             (c) peasants           (d) all of these  
5. Maya calendar had --------- days in a month? 
a) 15                               (b) 20                                    (c) 22                      (d) 25  
6. Which of these   Principles were of Sun Yat Sen.? 
(a) Nationalism      (b) Democracy               (c) Republic             (d)   All of these  
7. Which Roman ruler period’s was considered as piece of period? 
(a) Alexander                  (b) Augusts              (c) Galliano            (d) Diocletian  
8. Who was the first president of the USA? 
 (a) Abraham Lincon        (b) George Bush               (c) George Washington (d)  Obama  
9.  In 1867-68, the Shogun rule ended in-------- 
(a) Japan                          (b) China                               c) Korea   (d)   Mongolia  
10.  Industrial revolution first occurred in ----------- 
11. The famous painting “Monalisa” was painted by ---------- 
12. Who was the founder of Islam? 
13. Who was lived in monasteries?  
14. When did French Revolution occur? 
15. Name any one such empire which was spread across the three continents?  
16. What do you meant by Primates? 
17. Which society was hierarchical?  
(a) Aztec                      (b) Maya                         (c) Inca                 (d) Lunda  
18.  Renaissance originated in -----------                           
19. Who was the first Caliph? 
20.  What is Industrial Revolution?    

       Part “B” (Short Answer Question) 
21.  Why did ressainance first started in Italy?        3  
22. Explain the meaning of the term ‘Homo’? On what basis the names of different species have been assigned? 3 
23.  What were the chief objective reformation movements?                      3 

Part “C” (Long Answer Question) 

24. Write in details about the development of writing in Mesopotamia?      8 

 



25.  What were the conditions of Mongols after Genghis Khan?      8
                    Or 
Write in details about the rise of Islam in Arabia?  
26. Describe socio-economic life of Incas and its achievement?        8 
27. What is meant by the Gold Rush? How did the Gold Rush contribute to the building of railway lines,  
the growth of industries and the expansion of agriculture?                 8        

Or 
What were the factors responsible for the Industrial Revolution? 
                                              Part D 
28. Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

The Doctor Galen on how Roman Cities treated the countryside 
The famine prevalent for many successive years has clearly displayed for men in many provinces has clearly 
displayed for men of any understanding the effect of malnutrition in generating illness. The city dwellers, as it 
was their custom to collect and store enough grain for the whole of the next year immediately after the 
harvest, carried off all the wheat, barley, beans and lentils, and left to the peasants various kinds of pulse- 
after taking quite a large proportion of these to the city. After consuming what was left in the course of the 
winter, the country people had to resort to unhealthy foods in the spring, they ate twigs and shoots of trees 
and bushes and bulbs and roots of inedible plants…. 
         Galen, on good and Bad Diet    

1. What was the reason for illness in the country side According to Dr, Galen?                                  2  
2. What was the custom of city dwellers in the Roman Empire?                                                             2  
3. What type of foods was the country side people depended in the season spring?                          1                     

29. Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow: 
Dona Marina 

Bernard Diaz Del Castillo (1495-1584)   wrote in his True History of the Conquest of Mexico that the people of 
Tabasco gave Cortes a women attendant called Dona Maria.   She was fluent in three local languages, and 
was able to play a crucial role as interpreter for Cortes. This was a great beginning of our beginning of our 
conquests and without Dona Maria we could not have understood the language of New Spain and Mexico. 
Diaz thought she was a princess but the Mexicans called her Malinche a word meaning betrayal. Malinchista 
means someone who slavishly copies the costumes and languages of another people. 

1. Who was Dona Maria? For whom she plays a crucial role?                  2 
2. What was the meaning of Malinchista?                     1 
3. By whom this passage is written?         1 
4.  How many languages Dona marina was fluent?                    1 

30. Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow: 
Fukazawa yukichi 

Born in an impoverished samurai family, he studied in Nagasaki and Osaka learning Dutch and western 
sciences and later, English. In 1860, he went as a translator for the first Japanese embassy to the USA. 
This provided the material for a book on the West, written not in the classical but in the spoken style that 
become extremely popular. He established a school that is today the Keio University. He was one of the core 
members of the Meirokusha a society to promote western learning 
              In the Encouragement to learning, he was very critical of Japanese knowledge. All the Japan has to be 
proud of is its scenery. He advocated not just modern factories and institutions but the cultural essence of he 
west- the spirit of civilization. With this spirit it would be possible to build a new citizen. His principle was 
“Heaven did not create men above men nor set men below men’. 
     1. Give s briefs life sketch Fukazawa Yukichi till 1860?       1 
     2. Name any two important educational associated with him?      2 
    3. In which of his book he criticized Japanese knowledge and in which word?    2 
31.1 On the given political out line map of Asia, two places have been marked as 
 1 and 2. Identify them and write their correct names on the lines drawn near them.                                   2                 
31.2 On the given political map of Europe locate and label the following with the appropriate symbols:  2  

France, United Kingdom.   
 


